New Versatile 8-in-1 Flippable Mattress Set to Disrupt Bed-in-a-Box Industry, Promising “a bed for everyBODY!”

Select Sleep Mattress, the maker of custom-fit mattresses, is introducing a new bed in box mattress that is sure to disrupt the growing and lucrative mattress industry, giving consumers ultimate control over the feel of their bed.

UNION CITY, Calif. (PRWEB) January 31, 2019 -- Famously known as the retailer with zero-returns, Select Sleep Mattress offers the same innovative spirit with it’s new Select Sleep 8-in-1 flippable mattress (patent pending) system.

“Our new BIAB Select Sleep mattress is the most versatile available today. Most other leading brands are one-sided, offering consumers only one feel. We offer four sides, giving consumers eight distinct feels, from firm to soft and everything in between. It’s truly a bed for everyBODY.” Don Vessey, Owner

EveryBODY is unique, and their bodies change over time. Whether with age, health issues, injuries, weight gain or loss, pregnancy, cold winters, even hot summers; they can all affect your sleep, until now! With a Select Sleep, change the feel of your bed by just flipping it! It’s that simple.

The Select Sleep mattress comes in standard sizes of twin, XL twin, full, queen, east and California king, fits on any bed frame – adjustable base, box spring, platform, or right on the floor. Select Sleep is made in the beautiful San Francisco Bay Area using the highest quality CertiPUR-US foams in the industry.

Select Sleep takes all the risk out of ordering an online mattress since you're guaranteed to experience eight unique feels with a simple flip. It also comes with a 365-night home trial, a ten-year warranty, and free delivery. What other bed in a box brand today can say that?

The truth is, we’re all uniquely and wonderfully made, so why gamble on a one-sided mattress when the 8-in-1 Select Sleep four-sided mattress is guaranteed to meet your unique needs now, and well into your future. How cool is that?

About Select Sleep: Select Sleep Mattress is a factory-direct mattress manufacturer in Union City, CA. Since 2000, Select Sleep has fit every mattress to the consumer’s specific needs, creating the ideal bed, so customers truly experience a great night's sleep. To learn more about Select Sleep Mattress visit selectsleeppmattress.com or locally at 30524 Union City Blvd., Union City, California.
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